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Well there's one more hour until the sun goes down
One more chance to make it happen right now
I close my eyes, even though i'm scared of the dark
[x2]

Yeah, just got of the subway on my way home
My head is spinning
In this sense I don't know where I'm going
I see my building
And in the back of my mind it says,
You don't have anything to prove
But between all the lines that I read,
Can't wait for the new my cool
To be honest I don't know if I have it
I've been looking all over for the magic
Always see me through the beats,
Trynna catch that feeling all along
But it's just not happening
I'm afraid of the outcome
And I'm afraid of my album
I'm afraid of what they'll think of my thoughts,
When they hear how much I doubt them

Well there's one more hour until the sun goes down
One more chance to make it happen right now
I close my eyes, even though i'm scared of the dark
[x2]

Yeah, they ain't gonna say a damn thing
All the hours that put me here
And I don't wanna be in vain
I just can't see it I swear
But sometimes I get really low
There's not a word on paper
And I don't know which way to go
This has to thrill my haters
Kind of like I'm on a rebound
All they trynna se is where the ball is going
I wrote a verse but it took three hours
To get sixteen got caught in the moment
That's just how it goes sometimes
These are thoughts that's on my mind
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This is why it's taking time
I can't help that I'm
Afraid that I'm not who you say that I am
Did a lot of things but a lot of things weren't really
planned
Yeah, what happens if I'm not who you say that I am?
It's creeping up like..

Well there's one more hour until the sun goes down
One more chance to make it happen right now
I close my eyes, even though i'm scared of the dark
[x3]
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